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1. The Problem with 
Palaeography



‘[Palaeographers] are all too often regarded as 
repositories of authoritative dogma.’..

D. Ganz, ‘Editorial Palaeography’, Gazette du livre médiéval 16 
(1990), p. 11



‘... an authoritarian discipline, the pertinence of 
which depends on the authority of the author and the 

faith of the reader.’
A. Derolez, The Palaeography of Gothic Manuscript Books (2003), p. 9

‘There can be no doubt that a crisis now exists in the 
discipline.’

Idem, p. 2

‘... the low esteem in which palaeography is now 
currently held...’

Ibid.



‘How is it possible to 
proceed in such a way that the description of a 

specimen of handwriting is as clear and 
convincing to its reader as it is to its author?

An obvious answer is: by replacing qualitative data 
by quantitative ones.

... Indeed, there is very much to be said in favour of 
a quantitative approach to a matter so difficult to 

treat adequately with other techniques.’

Derolez, The Palaeography (2003), pp. 7–8



2. Digital FDA:
A Possible Model?



Question:
Were these two samples written 

by the same person?



‘In forensic handwriting research, experts have 
developed a personal and individual knowledge 

on handwriting. This expertise is difficult to 
verbalize, and to explain to others.’

Schomaker, ‘Advances in Writer Identification’,
Proc. 9th ICDAR (2007), §6



‘[The US Supreme] court found that the field had not, 
in fact, actually been subjected to rigorous testing.’

‘[Publications are] significantly different from 
scholarly articles in such fields as medicine or physics, 

in their lack of critical scholarship.’

US v. Prime (2002)



Question:
Were these two samples written 

by the same person?



Question:
Is it possible to objectively determine 
whether these two pieces of 

writing were written by the same 
person?



• Fully automatic systems can correctly identify 
writers 95% of the time or more

• The success-rate in almost all of these tests was 
about the same for human specialists and 
purely automatic systems

(Srihari 2002; Srihari 2008)



3. Computational 
Palaeography?



Stokes, unpubl. database



Bulacu and Schomaker (2006)



‘Computational Palaeography’?



‘These methods are unlikely to replace, 
though they may supplement, the work of the 

document analyst,’
because, however powerful computers will 
(surely) become, it will probably not be 

possible to cross-examine them.’

T. Davis, ‘The Practice of Handwriting Identification’, 
The Library (2007), p. 266 n. 27



4. Some Suggestions for a 
Computational Method



Requirements

1. ‘Cross-examinable’, including interpretable

2. Reproducible

3. Communicable

4. Allow variation and flexibility



5. The ‘Hand Analyser’



Some Design Principles

1. ‘Cross-examinable’, including interpretable

2. Reproducible

3. Communicable

4. Allow variation and flexibility



Some Design Principles

1. ‘Cross-examinable’, including interpretable

2. Reproducible

3. Communicable

4. Allow variation and flexibility

2. Both the data and the process is recorded

3. Data and processes can both be shared 
(Java objects and plugins)

4. The system will never be ‘finished’,
therefore extensible, based on plugins



Handwriting 
Analyser

Plugin
Plugin

Plugin
Plugin

Metric

Metric

Metric

Comparison 
of Hands

Each plugin is called in turn to generate a set of metrics 
for each sample

Plugins



Image

Image

Image





Bulacu and Schomaker, ‘Combining’ (2006)
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Figure 1. Extraction of edge-direction distribution.

luminance as the white background. The added drawback is

that the vertical line distance can no longer be used as a dis-

criminatory writer characteristic. The recording conditions

were standardized: the same kind of paper, pen and support

were used for all the subjects. As a consequence, this also

implies that the ink trace thickness variations will be more

due to writer differences than due to recording conditions.

The response sheets were scanned with an industrial quality

scanner at 300 dpi, 8 bit / pixel, gray-scale. Our experi-

ments are entirely image-based, no on-line information is

available (e.g. speed of writing, order of different strokes).

3. Features

In this section we describe the extraction methods for

five features used in writer identification. The first two fea-

tures are edge-based directional distributions. We will focus

our attention on the second one of them which is a new fea-

ture proposed in this paper.

Edge-direction distribution

Feature extraction starts with conventional edge detec-

tion (convolution with two orthogonal differential kernels,

we used Sobel, followed by thresholding) that generates a

binary image in which only the edge pixels are ”on”. We

then consider each edge pixel in the middle of a square

neighborhood and we check (using logical AND operator)

in all directions emerging from the central pixel and ending

on the periphery of the neighborhood for the presence of an

entire edge fragment (see fig. 1). All the verified instances

are counted into a histogram that is finally normalized to a

probability distribution which gives the probability of

finding in the image an edge fragment oriented at the angle

measured from the horizontal.

In order to avoid redundancy, the algorithm only checks

the upper two quadrants in the neighborhood because, with-

out on-line information, we do not know which way the

writer ”traveled” along the found oriented edge fragment.

In the experiments, we considered 3, 4 and 5-pixel long

edge fragments. Their orientation is quantized in = 8, 12

and 16 directions respectively (fig. 1 is an example for =

12). Clearly, is also the number of bins in the histogram

and the dimensionality of the final feature vector.
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Figure 2. Two handwriting samples from two different

subjects. We superposed the polar diagrams of the edge-

direction distribution corresponding to pages 1 and 2

contributed to our data set by each of the two subjects.

The distribution of the writing directions is characteris-

tic of a writer’s style. The polar probability density function

was used in an on-line study of handwriting [4] to describe

differences between upward and downward strokes. It was

also used off-line [2] as a preliminary step to handwriting

recognition that allows a partition of the writers by unsu-

pervised fuzzy clustering in different groups.

While in the mentioned studies the directional histogram

was computed on the written trace itself, for the present

work we computed it based on the edges. Edges follow the

written trace on both sides and they are thinner, effectively

reducing the influence of trace thickness.

We must mention an important practical detail: our

generic edge detection does not generate 1-pixel wide

edges, but they can usually be 1-3 pixels wide and this

introduces smoothing into the histogram computation be-

cause the ”probing” edge fragment can fit into the edge strip

in a few directions around a central main direction. This

smoothing taking place in the pixel space has been found

advantageous in our experiments.

As can be noticed in fig. 2, the predominant direction

in corresponds, as expected, to the slant of writing.

Even if idealized, the example shown can provide an idea

about the ”within-writer” variability and ”between-writer”

variability in the feature space.

By analyzing the data, we found out that differentiation

of the feature vector ( ) results in a significant perfor-

mance improvement. Besides removing the DC compo-

nent, the differentiated directional probability distribution

conveys information about the changes in writing direction.

Along this line of thinking came the idea of a more complex

feature capable of bringing forth more information about

the local writer specificities by computing locally on the im-

age the probability distribution of changes in direction.
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Bulacu, Schomaker and Vuurpijl, ‘Writer Identification’,
Proc. 7th ICDAR (2003)
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